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RURAL LIVING RATE


DISCRIMINATION

Some ratepayers have been penalised through the imposition of a levy 
based on the size of their properties. Others who live on larger properties are 
not compelled to  pay the levy or  contribute to Green Wedge objectives . 


( One of my neighbours lives on 6 hectares. He carries out no agricultural 
activity and pays the same dollar rates as I , yet his property is 6 hectares 
and mine is 1 acre. )


The Green Zone exists for the benefits of all Victorians and many utilise the 
opportunity to use and enjoy it.To compel one group of ratepayers to make a 
financial contribution to it is to discriminate against that group. It is, in fact, a 
form of double taxation as any benefit derived is already reflected in the 
valuation upon which  the rates are set.

To argue, as MPSC does, that those who occupy smaller lots are incapable 
of making contribution to conservation values lacks foundation. Many 
smaller landholders have been occupiers for 30 years or more, some  are 
members of Landcare , and most are fastidious in the management of their 
land (eradicating weeds, planting trees and increasing bio diversity)

Differential rates are generally imposed to either encourage or discourage 
certain land use. In this case, affected landowners have no option or choice 
to make changes which  are available to other landholders. The only possible 
response to the levy by those affected is dismay as they cannot undertake 
any action(apart from enlarging their properties)to escape the penalty.

The levy may be consequently perceived as a form of punishment. 


LACK OF  DUE PROCESS

The implementation of the levy was undertaken in a manner which showed 
disregard for transparency and due process. By complying with the 
disclosure requirements  minimally and by not communicating directly with 
those affected  by the levy, MPSC sought to limit resident backlash rather 
than openly encourage debate on the issue. This is further evidenced  by the 
manner in which the levy was mentioned in the pamphlet “Rates, Valuation & 
Budget 2019/20” which was included with rate notices. A single paragraph 
consisting of three sentences made no mention of the impact of the levy in 
terms of rate increase. This flies in the face of the values which MPSC 
espouses and can best be described as a form of damage control designed 
to avoid public reaction.


BREACH OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES

There is a strong case to argue that the Rural Living Rate does not comply 
with the provisions of the Act.
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Section 3C(2)(F) clearly states that …”the imposition of rates and charges 
must be equitably imposed.” 
I would argue that in my personal situation, for example, it is certainly not 
equitable that I should pay the same amount in rates as my neighbour whose 
property is almost twelve times the size of mine. (he is exempt from the levy 
and does not practise agriculture.)


Section 161(2A)  …”it is not appropriate to define differential rates by 
geographic location to specifically apply to very few assessments.” 
The number of properties penalised by MPSC is few at approx. 750 as 
compared to the approx. 100,000 total rateable properties.


“It is not appropriate to utilise differential rating powers to prevent, mitigate 
or discourage legitimate land uses (with the exception of vacant or derelict 
land)”.  Council has stated that it considers that “small properties (of less 
than 2 hectares) can only effectively be used for the purpose of rural 
living” and is penalising us for using the properties for this legitimate use.
 
“The use of a differential rate applicable to very few assessments in a 
municipality should be considered with great caution and have regard to 
the impact on the land subject to the proposed rate and consequential 
impact upon the broader municipality through consideration of equity”.  
Neighbouring properties of only slightly different size, both used for 
residential use are treated differently with one having a surcharge 
imposed and the other none.
 
“The use of a differential rate applicable to a very few property 
assessments in a municipality should be considered with caution, 
particularly in relation to the setting of higher differential rates”. This higher 
differential rate amounts to a penalty or special levy which has been 
imposed without legal basis.
 
The Rural Living Rate is clearly in breach of these Ministerial Guidelines.

DIVISIVE
The role of local government must include the promotion of good 
relationships amongst the residents of that shire at all times. Animosity 
between differing groups whether based on ethnic difference, class, or 
wealth should be discouraged at every opportunity. Maintaining social 
harmony  is a key objective for all levels of government in Australia. 
There can be little doubt that the Rural Living Rate is not in the spirit of 
social harmony because it has the potential to promote division and 
resentment between  resident groups. 
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 To penalise a certain group of residents for doing what many of them 
have been doing for years (ie live in the GWZ) based on the smaller size 
of their properties qualifies as incitement of social division. This is in direct 
contradiction with the very values which MPSC seeks to espouse.

CONCLUSION
I submit the case that the Rural Living Rate , due to the reasons set out 
above, be struck out permanently and irrevocably .
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